Work sustainably with Staples.

Whether your company is setting sustainability goals for the first time, or is ready to raise the bar, it needs the right partner. With decades of global leadership in providing eco-conscious products and solutions, no one can help you reach every objective like the team at Staples.

Advance your sustainable procurement goals with a wide assortment of eco-conscious choices.

16,000 Sustainable products you can choose from.

Green certified.
Thousands of items meet certifications from ENERGY STAR®, Forest Stewardship Council, Green Seal®, EPA Safer Choice and more.

You name it.
Whether it’s furniture, facilities supplies, tech, promo materials, mailing and shipping supplies or business essentials, we’ll help get you sustainable options.

45 The number of environmental product features we track.

Track your progress and find ways to reach your goals faster.

Industry-leading reporting. We’ll analyze your company’s progress, benchmark against your industry, and identify areas for improvement.

Customization.
Your unique objectives are our objectives. Together we’ll develop the perfect plan.
We help customers be more productive, connected, and inspired with less waste.

**Cleaner air.**
Sustainable facilities programs effectively clean and sanitize without toxic chemicals, reducing cost and waste, and promoting higher indoor air quality.

**Energized employees.**
Organic and fair trade coffees and teas, and healthy snacks keep your team productive.

**Less packaging waste.**
Our Smartsize packaging and small order reduction programs eliminate excess corrugate and air pillows.

**Extensive recycling options.**
We’ll recycle your old ink and toner, eWaste, lamps, batteries and even furniture. And our Zero Waste Boxes accept just about everything else.

**Committed to sustainability.**

**48.7 million pounds.**
How much eWaste and ink and toner we collected for recycling in North America last year.

**30 percent.**
Product sales in US with environmental features.

**2017 Forest Stewardship Council Leadership Award**
For our sales of FSC-certified products that support responsible forest management.

**9 consecutive years,** ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year.

Learn more about being eco-conscious in the workplace at StaplesAdvantage.com/learn/sustainable-focus/sustainable-focus.html